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Abstract

2. Hybrid excited PMS-machine

This paper discusses a control system for a hybrid excited
permanent magnets synchronous machine (HPMSM) with
a stator based field coil, meant to achieve the maximum
efficiency of the inverter-machine system. Losses in the
HPMSM have been divided into some separate categories:
copper losses (in the windings), core losses (in the magnetic
circuit), mechanical losses, losses in structural elements and
different power inverter losses (conduction and switching).
Several different loss calculation algorithms have been analysed
and taken into account. The torque equation of a hybrid excited
PMS-machine has been modified in order to evaluate the
efficiency optimal control method. The experiment results
clearly exhibit the benefits of the proposed approach.

In order to increase the flexibility of the excitation field
control (field weakening), a hybrid machine construction
was proposed ([9], [10]). An overview of the proposed
solution is presented in Fig. 1. A stator is constructed out
of two identical cores separated by an additional
excitation coil caring iexc current. The rotor poles are
magnetized by groups of four rare-earth magnets.
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1. Introduction

Fig. 1. Construction overview of the HPMSM
The basic parameters of the constructed hybrid
machine prototype are summarized in Table 1.

Internal combustion engines are the predominant
propulsion and power sources in passenger vehicles,
utility vehicles and ships. Key air pollutants emitted from
combustion engines in all modes of transport include
nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides, particulate matter,
carbon monoxide and volatile organic compounds.
Overall, the emission trends in Europe are positive, with
a stable greenhouse gas emission reduction, but
according to legislation, transport emissions will need to
be reduced by 68% by 2050 in order to meet the key
target set out by the European Union.
Due to these facts, an increasing number of research and
technological efforts is directed to purely electric
vehicles. Permanent magnet synchronous machines
(PMSM) are often used in their drivetrains, but they are
usually limited in terms of their flux weakening range
and low-speed torque values. Therefore, hybrid excited
PMSM machines are becoming an attractive alternative,
especially due to the lack of limitations in excitation field
control.

TABLE I. - Main parameters of the HPMSM prototype
Symbol
p
Ld
Lq
Rs
Lexc
Rexc

Parameter
Pole pairs
d-axis inductance
q-axis inductance
stator resistance
Additional excitation coil inductance
Additional excitation coil resistance

Value
6
5.5 mH
6 mH
0.3 
1H
8

Based on the known parameters and voltage-flux
equations of a typical PMS-machine, a HPMS-machine
model was developed (d-q axis flux equations and the
torque equation) [10]:
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combinations with different values of the excitation coil
current iexc. This raises questions in regards to the optimal
current
component
distributions
for
different
optimization goals. A natural and common optimization
goal is the overall system efficiency improvement. In
order to achieve these target loss mechanisms, on needs
to perform an analysis and present a mathematical
description of loss.
Copper losses can be described as summarized losses of
stator windings and losses stemming from the additional
inductance Lexc excitation. Therefore, the following
formula can be proposed:

e

q

 e  Ld id   PM  M exc iexc 

(2)

where: ud, uq – d- and q-axis voltages, id, iq – d- and qaxis currents, Rs – stator phase winding resistance, PM –
magnetic flux of permanent magnets, p – number of pole
pairs, Te – electromagnetic torque, Mexc – inductance of
the additional excitation coil coupled with the d-axis.
Values ed and eq are induced voltages in d and q axes,
respectively.
It is worth noting that in most models proposed in
literature ([12], [13]) the excitation flux exhibits a nonlinear dependency on iexc. This also occurs in the case of
the investigated prototype, as seen in Fig. 2. Overlooking
this fact might lead to improper iexc current distribution
and false excitation values.

3
2
Rs  id2  iq2   Rexc iexc
2

Pcu 

(4)

where Rexc is the resistance of the additional excitation
coil.
In addition, magnetization losses are connected to the
cyclic iron lamination field change and can be traced
back to two important contributors: the hysteresis losses
of the material and the eddy current losses on lamination
edges. For sinusoidal magnetic flux density B, both can
be described using an empirical equation [14]:
Pc  kh e Bpk  kede2 Bpk2

where kh is the hysteresis loss coefficient, β is the
Steinmetz coefficient and ked is the eddy current constant.
Summarized magnetic core material losses were included
in the model using an equivalent (for a given operating
point) resistor Rc. Due to the problematic procedures of
material constants, an experimental approach is often
used [15]. Rc is calculated using the formula for
summarized core losses Pc:

Fig. 2. Excitation coil current iexc – excitation flux ψf
characteristics of investigated prototype
The torque equation of a hybrid excited PMS-machine
can be written as:
3
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The overall HPMSM model, with core loss dependent
resistance Rc is depicted in Fig. 3.

where: d, q – d- and q-axis magnetic fluxes.

ids

Three components constituting torque production can be
noticed: the synchronous torque Tsync proportional to the
q axis current and the (constant) excitation flux of
permanent magnets, Texc – a characteristic component of
hybrid excitation machines, proportional to the excitation
current iexc, Trel – reluctance torque resulting from the
magnetic asymmetry of HPMS-machine construction.
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3. Machine losses
Losses in the HPMSM can be divided into some separate
categories: copper losses (in the windings), core losses
(in the magnetic circuit), mechanical losses and losses in
all other structural elements. Based on the equation
presented above, it can be concluded that a certain torque
value can be obtained using different (id, iq) current

Rc

ed

Mexc
Ld

iexc
Lexc

Rexc
uexc

eq
Lq

Fig. 3. HPMS-machine model with core loss
dependent resistance Rc
Simplified methods for determining the value of Rc are
based on the experiment where the shaft of the tested
HPMSM is driven (by auxiliary motor) and the
172
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mechanical power provided for different speeds is
measured. Measured mechanical losses allow the
separation of their individual components (at the constant
speed the change of flux linkage affects the level of core
losses only).

Examples of calculation results of transistor and diode
losses for a single operating point are presented in Fig. 7
(fcr – carrier waveform frequency, fref – reference voltage
frequency, m – amplitude of the reference voltage). It
should be noted that often used semiconductor loss
calculation methods assume simplified conduction
voltage drop and switching energy characteristics, which
might lead to erroneous power loss estimation.

4. Power inverter losses
Regarding the power electronic system schema a 6 IGBT
transistor full bridge inverter was used with a 4 transistor,
full bridge excitation coil control, as in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. IGBT transistor (left) and diode (right)
conduction characteristics
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Fig. 4. HPMSM power electronic system
As can be noticed 10 IGBT transistors and 10 power
diodes contribute to losses, two independent DC links
exist. Because the excitation coil is driven by low-voltage
transistors with very high efficiency this part of losses
was neglected resulting in loss estimation necessity for 6
power transistors and 6 power diodes. The time-domain
calculation of losses for all possible points of load would
be very time-consuming, therefore an alternative
approach was taken. Based on the transistor and diode
documentation (SK60GB123 documentation was used),
a Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial
interpolation was used for transistor and diode voltage
drop and switching energies for junction temperature of
125oC. Examples of the results are presented in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6.
Based on interpolated characteristics of conduction and
switching (only turn-off losses of diodes were
incorporated), individual losses were calculated
according to the following formulas, respectively:
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Fig. 6. Switching energy of IGBT transistors (ETon, EToff)
and power diodes (EDoff)

Fig. 7. Modeling results for IGBT and power diode
losses according to formulas (7-11) for modulation
frequencies fref = 50Hz; fcr = 2kHz; IA(max) = 40A;
cosφ = 0.7; m = 0.9
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After calculating the power electronic losses, machine
efficiency maps for all possible torque-angular speed
points were calculated for iteratively varied Iexc, Id and Iq.
It must be emphasized that both the mechanical friction
based torque and the mechanical power loss were also
taken into account. The Rc value was interpolated from
experimental data (as a function of rotor speed and
excitation flux). Operation point stator, coil currents and
voltages were calculated using formulas (1) and (2) in
order to calculate all losses. Following this operation and
based on the resulting operation point maps, elements
exceeding maximum allowable voltage and/or current
values are eliminated. These operations were performed
for all Iexc, Id and Iq combinations. An additional analysis
is carried out in connection with the power electronics
loss mapping. Overall, the (conduction and switching)
losses are calculated for all necessary inverter operating
points. Finally, having all the efficiency maps of the
machine and the power converter, an overall efficiency
marker is calculated for every current combination.
An additional analysis is carried out in connection with
the power electronics loss mapping. Overall losses are
calculated for all necessary inverter operating points, as
functions of UAB, Is(RMS), cos(φ). Finally, having all the
efficiency maps of the machine and the power converter,
the overall efficiency maps are established for all current
combinations leading to maximized system efficiency.

Fig. 8. Power electronic loss maps for varying m and
cos, stator current of 35 A
Based on the approach proposed above and overall losses
for all combinations of machine current amplitudes,
modulation depth indexes m and machine cosφ were
calculated. Examples of loss maps for the switching
frequency of 10 kHz and the stator current of 35 A are
depicted in Fig. 8. The proposed loss calculation method
was compared to time-domain simulations proving an
error of max. 10 %.

5. Loss minimization algorithms
Although broadly used in PMSM, control loss
minimization algorithms are not as widely used in
HPMSM. One of the first approaches to optimize an
HPMSM machine was introduced in [16]. A fuzzy logic
based approach was used to calculate optimal stator and
excitation coil currents. An improved efficiency of the
motor was reported with the maximum efficiency of
92%. Inverter and motor loss analysis was not performed.
Copper and combined copper-iron losses were
analytically minimized in [17]. An extended Lagrange
multiplier optimization method was used (with KuhnTucker conditions) to elaborate optimal stator and
excitation coil currents in different regions of operation.
A simulation-based validation is described with copper
losses minimization, no power electronics losses are
considered. A self-searching approach was proposed in
[18], however only the additional excitation coil current
is varied experimentally, with no a priori knowledge of
the results and no perturbation of stator currents. The
combined inverter machine losses are minimized.
Another approach is to use iterative particle swarm
optimization and fuzzy control [19]. Iron losses and
power electronic unit losses were neglected in the
proposed study; in regards to the copper loss, simulations
reported an advantage of 22%. Yet another possibility is
to utilize an algorithm with pre-calculated look-up table
stored currents, depending on the speed and torque
command, as was often done for PMSM machines [20].

7. Experimental results

6. Control system of the HPMSM

8. Conclusion

The starting point of the proposed approach is the
evaluation of efficiency maps for the power electronic
converter and the machine, including mechanical, iron
and copper losses.

A power inverter-HPMSM loss minimization iterative
procedure was described leading to “a-priori” look-uptable based, optimal controller. Proposed approach
includes a non-linear character of excitation flux as a

In order to examine the practical properties of the
proposed approach an experimental test-stand was
constructed. The HPMSM machine prototype was
constructed having the parameters listed in Table 1. A
servo IM drive from ABB was used as a dynamic load.
Power electronics, controller board and power equipment
are presented in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Power supply and monitoring unit with DSPbased controller
A broad experimental program was carried out in order to
verify the benefits of the overall proposed optimization
procedure.
Optimization
results
and
different
optimization loss components were also examined using
standardized drive cycle NEDC modeling.
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function of additional coil current, experimental
description of material properties for core loss calculation
and an adequate model of power transistor and power
diodes energy loss characteristics with linear
interpolation. Off-line, iterative algorithm limits
necessary calculation time and necessary processor
power, allows for flexible analysis of sensitivity and
distribution of results as a function of various parameter
variations.
Experimental results clearly exhibit the benefits of
proposed approach. Optimization results were
implemented, as look-up-tables in the memory of the
control unit. A decrease of up to 6% of overall system
losses was measured, mostly in the high speed range of
the machine.
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